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Abstract

The Dotson Ice Shelf has resisted acceleration and ice-front retreat despite high basal-melt rates and rapid disaggregation of

the neighboring Crosson Ice Shelf. Because of this lack of acceleration, previous studies have assumed that Dotson is stable.

Here we show clear evidence of Dotson’s destabilization as it decelerates, contrary to the common assumption that ice-flow

deceleration is synonymous with stability. Ungrounding of a series of pinning points initiated acceleration in the Upper Dotson

in the early 2000s, which subsequently slowed ice flow in the Lower Dotson. Discharge from the tributary Kohler Glacier

into Crosson increased, but non-proportionally. Using ICESat and ICESat-2 altimetry data we show that ungrounding of the

remaining pinning points is linked to a tripling in basal melt rates between 2006-2016 and 2016-2020. Basal melt rates on

Crosson doubled over the same period. The higher basal melt at Lower Dotson is consistent with the cyclonic ocean circulation

in the Dotson cavity, which tends to lift isopycnals and allow warmer deep water to interact with the ice. Given current

surface-lowering rates, we estimate that several remaining pinning points in the Upper Dotson will unground within one to

three decades. The grounding line of Kohler Glacier will retreat past a bathymetric saddle by the late 2030s and merge into

the Smith West Glacier catchment, raising concern that reconfiguration of regional ice-flow dynamics and new pathways for the

intrusion of warm modified Circumpolar Deep Water could further accelerate grounding-line retreat in the Dotson-Crosson Ice

Shelf System.
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Key Points:14

• Both the Dotson and Crosson Ice shelves are destabilizing, despite ice-flow decel-15

eration and the appearance of a new pinning point16

• Ungrounding of the remaining pinning points is linked to an increase of ocean forc-17

ing, which is in accordance with warm mCDW pathways18

• Asymmetric retreat of the grounding line will soon allow research of the processes19

that drive regional destabilization in the Amundsen Sea20
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Abstract21

The Dotson Ice Shelf has resisted acceleration and ice-front retreat despite high basal-22

melt rates and rapid disaggregation of the neighboring Crosson Ice Shelf. Because of this23

lack of acceleration, previous studies have assumed that Dotson is stable. Here we show24

clear evidence of Dotson’s destabilization as it decelerates, contrary to the common as-25

sumption that ice-flow deceleration is synonymous with stability. Ungrounding of a se-26

ries of pinning points initiated acceleration in the Upper Dotson in the early 2000s, which27

subsequently slowed ice flow in the Lower Dotson. Discharge from the tributary Kohler28

Glacier into Crosson increased, but non-proportionally. Using ICESat and ICESat-2 al-29

timetry data we show that ungrounding of the remaining pinning points is linked to a30

tripling in basal melt rates between 2006-2016 and 2016-2020. Basal melt rates on Crosson31

doubled over the same period. The higher basal melt at Lower Dotson is consistent with32

the cyclonic ocean circulation in the Dotson cavity, which tends to lift isopycnals and33

allow warmer deep water to interact with the ice. Given current surface-lowering rates,34

we estimate that several remaining pinning points in the Upper Dotson will unground35

within one to three decades. The grounding line of Kohler Glacier will retreat past a bathy-36

metric saddle by the late 2030s and merge into the Smith West Glacier catchment, rais-37

ing concern that reconfiguration of regional ice-flow dynamics and new pathways for the38

intrusion of warm modified Circumpolar Deep Water could further accelerate grounding-39

line retreat in the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf System.40

Plain Language Summary41

Ice shelves, the floating extensions of the Antarctic Ice Sheets, are a key factor in42

stabilizing their tributary glaciers. As ice shelves are pushed against islands and scratch43

over submerged mountain tops at their base, they build up pressure that significantly44

slows down glacier discharge into the ocean. Changes in ice shelves are therefore an early-45

warning system for future variations in sea-level rise. The paper shows that the slow-46

down of an ice shelf does not necessarily imply increased stability, contrary to common47

belief. Ice piracy by a rapidly accelerating, adjacent glacier reduced ice inflow to the ice48

shelf causing widespread deceleration. Furthermore, warmer ocean waters that circulate49

in the cavity caused a rapid increase in melting underneath the ice shelf. Basal melting50

will soon lead to unpinning of the ice base from a series of highs on the seafloor. Unpin-51

ning thereafter will not only further destabilize the ice shelf but is also threatening to52

open up new pathways for the intrusion of warm ocean water deep underneath the West53

Antarctic Ice Sheet.54

1 Introduction55

Antarctic mass loss rates are currently the highest in glaciers draining into the Amund-56

sen Sea (Smith et al., 2020). The Dotson Ice Shelf lies along the Walgreen Coast and is57

fed by branches of Smith West and Kohler Glacier (Fig. 1). It is confined by Bear Is-58

land to the east and Martin Peninsula to the west, and it features a well-defined shear59

margin with the adjacent and much faster flowing Crosson Ice shelf. The drainage basins60

of the Dotson (17 400 km2) and the Crosson (12 800 km2) have a combined potential61

of raising global sea level by 6 cm (Rignot et al., 2019). Although this potential is rel-62

atively small compared with 51 and 65 cm of the vast drainage basins of Pine Island (181 40063

km2) and Thwaites Glacier (192 800 km2), respectively, the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf64

system contributes one fourth of the contemporary total mass loss in the Amundsen Sea65

(Rignot et al., 2019; Milillo et al., 2022). Numerical model simulations of its future evo-66

lution indicate that thinning of its tributary glaciers could reach the ice divide separat-67

ing the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf system from the Thwaites Glacier catchment as quickly68

as thinning initiated at Thwaites Glacier’s grounding line (Lilien et al., 2019).69
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While the Crosson, fed by the rapidly retreating Pope and Smith Glaciers, almost70

doubled in speed since the late 1970s, large parts of the Dotson maintained near-constant71

velocity, which was attributed to the sustained competency of the ice shelf (Lilien et al.,72

2018). Although there is no reported evidence of flow acceleration through the 1970s and73

1980s (Lucchitta et al., 1994), the ice surface of the Dotson lowered at a rate of 2.6 m/yr74

between 1994 and 2012 (Paolo et al., 2015), which was likely triggered by an increase in75

the incursion of warm modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW) in the mid-/late-2000s76

(Jenkins et al., 2018). Thinning caused the ungrounding of many ice-shelf pinning points77

(Scheuchl et al., 2016) and induced acceleration of the tributary Kohler Glacier (Mouginot78

et al., 2014), where some of Antarctica’s most rapid basal melting of 40 to 70 m/yr has79

been measured from airborne observations (Khazendar et al., 2016). Average basal melt80

rates were estimated to be 7.8 ± 0.6 m/yr and 11.9 ± 1.0 m/yr between 2003 to 200881

on the Dotson and Crosson, respectively (Rignot et al., 2013). More recently, a single,82

wide basal channel has formed, featuring sustained surface lowering from its origin in83

the Upper Dotson up to the ice shelf’s calving front about 60 km downstream (Gourmelen84

et al., 2017).85

The grounding zone of Kohler Glacier, which feeds mostly into the Lower Dotson86

(Fig. 1b and Fig. 3), has a complex history. The grounding zone readvanced between87

2011 and 2014 following nearly a decade of grounding-line retreat since 1992 (Fig. 1a,88

Scheuchl et al., 2016). This was followed by a retreat of 2.3 ± 0.4 km between 2016 and89

2018 to an almost stagnant grounding-line location between 2018 and 2020, where bedrock90

slopes remain prograde for another 2 km upstream to where upper Kohler Glacier splits91

into lower Kohler Glacier and Smith West Glacier (Fig. 1c, Milillo et al., 2022). Extrap-92

olating Kohler Glacier’s grounding-line retreat rate of 0.5 km/yr between 2016 to 202093

suggests that the two glaciers will merge entirely within the next 15 years (Milillo et al.,94

2022). In light of this imminent reorganization of ice-flow dynamics, it is important to95

understand the current state of the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf System and to predict both96

regional grounding-line-retreat patterns and future pathways of mCDW intrusion.97

In this paper we integrate ICESat and more recent ICESat-2 measurements of sur-98

face elevation with numerical modeling of tidal ice-shelf flexure to derive height above99

flotation and surface-lowering rates over the entire Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf System. This100

is necessary to assess the stability of the remaining ice-shelf pinning points as well as to101

predict future grounding-line retreat of the tributary Pope, Smith and Kohler Glaciers.102

We validate our results with independent measurements of recent grounding-line posi-103

tions from InSAR (Milillo, 2021) and estimate uncertainty with available field data col-104

lected in January 2020 as part of the NERC/NSF International Thwaites Glacier Col-105

laboration’s Thwaites-Amundsen Regional Survey and Network Integrating Atmosphere-106

Ice-Ocean Processes (TARSAN) project. After reviewing past changes in observed ice107

dynamics, we show how height above flotation can be used to interpret the contempo-108

rary structural integrity of ice-shelf pinning points. We then calculate surface-lowering109

rates in comparison with the high-resolution REMA digital elevation model to unveil a110

rapid increase in basal melt rates underneath the floating ice shelves, which is likely due111

to enhanced and southward migration of the polar westerlies pushing warm Circumpo-112

lar Deep Water towards the Antarctic coastline (e.g., Wåhlin et al., 2013; Holland et al.,113

2019; Dotto et al., 2020). After discussing our results in light of new, ship-based, mea-114

surements of water circulation along the Dotson’s front, we explore the consequences of115

sustained current surface-lowering rates for the grounded parts to assess the timing of116

grounding line retreat at Kohler Glacier as it will be absorbed into the catchment of Smith117

West Glacier. Our results also provide guidance for future research focus in this criti-118

cal region of West Antarctica.119
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Figure 1. Data sets assembled for the Dotson-Crosson Ice-shelf system overlain on the Land-

sat Image Mosaic of Antarctica (Bindschadler et al., 2008): (a) BedMachine version 2 ice thick-

ness (Morlighem, 2020). Past grounding lines are from NASA’s Making Earth System Data

Records for Use in Research Environments (MEaSUREs, Rignot et al., 2017). Black lines cor-

respond to 100 m contours of surface elevation. (b) The MEaSUREs Antarctic-wide ice surface

velocity product from InSAR data acquired in 2009 from which we derive strain rates. (c) Bed-

Machine version 2 bathymetry/bed topography (Morlighem, 2020) in meters above sea level.

(d) Modeled percentage tidal displacement as calculated using an elastic finite-element model

showing (red) freely-floating areas synchronous with the tidal oscillation and (purple) completely

grounded areas outside the reach of vertical tidal forcing. The black cross shows the location

where tides were modeled using CATS2008 (Padman et al., 2002, 2008). The black rectangle in

panel c shows the spatial extent of Figure 12a. The red star in the inset in panel (d) marks the

location in the Amundsen Sea Embayment in West Antarctica. Labels highlight the location

of features discussed in the main text. Coordinates in Antarctic Polar Stereographic projection

(EPSG:3031).
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2 Data and methods120

2.1 Velocity and ice thickness data121

We use mosaics of ice motion in the Amundsen Sea Embayment from the NASA122

Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research Environments (MEaSUREs)123

Program, Version 1 (Rignot et al., 2014), which were assembled from interferometric synthetic-124

aperture radar (InSAR) data acquired in 1996, 2000, 2002, and 2006-2012 by multiple125

satellites as well as the Antarctic-wide MEaSUREs InSAR-Based Antarctica Ice Veloc-126

ity product, Version 2, extending the record to 2016 (Rignot et al., 2017). Velocity data127

between 1985 and 2018 were derived from Landsat 4, 5, 7, and 8 imagery using the auto-128

RIFT feature tacking processing chain (Gardner et al., 2018) and provided by the NASA129

Inter-mission Time Series of Land Ice Velocity and Elevation (ITS LIVE) project (Gardner130

et al., 2019). Unless stated otherwise, we use the BedMachine Antarctica, Version 2 ice131

thickness product (Morlighem, 2020), which was derived via mass conservation, stream-132

line diffusion, and other methods (Morlighem et al., 2020).133

2.2 Surface elevation data134

The Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica (REMA, Howat et al., 2019) was mo-135

saiced from a series of 2 m-resolution DEM strips derived from GeoEye and Worldview136

satellite imagery spanning 2012 to 2016 and vertically registered to Cryosat-2 altime-137

try data. To detect ice-surface elevation change between 2003 and 2016, we differenced138

migrated ICESat data from the regional Level-2 GLAH12 release 634 global altimetry139

data (Zwally et al., 2014) with the REMA mosaic. Additionally we only retained mea-140

surements unaffected by clouds. ICESat-2 data were provided as part of the ATL06 land-141

ice data release, Version 3 (Smith et al., 2019). We removed 9.8% of the ICESat-2 points142

with the provided quality summary flag. ICESat-2 data were acquired between 2018 to143

2020 and allow us to calculate surface elevation changes between 2016 and 2018/20 when144

differenced from REMA.145

2.3 Tidal corrections146

Freely-floating ice shelves are subject to tidal oscillations as well as elastic defor-147

mation of the Earth’s crust underneath the weight of the moving water masses. We use148

the regional barotropic Circum-Antarctic Tidal Solution (CATS2008) model developed149

by Padman et al. (2002, 2008) and the fully global barotropic assimilation model (TPXO9)150

from Oregon State University developed by Egbert and Erofeeva (2002) to predict ocean151

tides and tidal loading at a point in the center of the Dotson (-112.6073◦ W, -74.5842◦ S,152

black cross in Fig. 1d) and then use these values to apply across the whole ice shelf. An153

offshore location on its freely-floating part is chosen, as any tide model may be inaccu-154

rate in the vicinity of grounded features. Additionally, we correct for the inverse baro-155

metric effect (Padman et al., 2003) using an atmospheric pressure record obtained by156

an automatic weather station on nearby Thurston Island.157

Regions of the ice shelf near the grounding line or pinning points are affected by158

tides, but they are not entirely freely floating. To account for tides at these locations,159

we calculate the magnitude of tidal flexure. We approximate tidal flexure with the well-160

known elastic formulation (Walker et al., 2013):161

kw +∇2
(
D∇2w

)
= q,

D = EH3

12(1−λ2) , (1)

q = ρswg (A−w) ,

–5–
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where w is the vertical deflection field, ∇2 the 2D Laplacian and k = 5 MPa/m162

a spring constant of the foundation which is zero for the floating part. D is the verti-163

cally integrated ice-shelf stiffness field (Love, 1906, p. 443) with E = 1.5 GPa the ef-164

fective Young’s modulus, H is ice thickness given by BedMachine and λ = 0.4 is Pois-165

son’s ratio of a Maxwell rheological model (Gudmundsson, 2011). The tidal force field166

underneath the floating ice, q, is given by the tidal amplitude A = 1 m, the density of167

ocean water ρsw = 1027 kg/m3 and gravitational acceleration g = 9.81 m/s2. We de-168

fine a grounding-line fulcrum (w = 0) and rigidly anchor the upstream boundaries of169

the computational domain to a tributary ice stream (w = 0, ∇2w = 0). The finite-170

element model is solved in COMSOL Multiphysics (Suppl. video) and has been applied171

in several related studies to correct surface elevation measurements for tidal flexure (e.g.,172

Alley et al., 2021; Wild et al., 2022). Lastly, we normalize the model solutions for w with173

the applied tidal amplitude A to derive a field of tide-deflection ratio (α map, Han and174

Lee (2014), Fig. 1d) and directly scale the tide model output to include the effects of tidal175

flexure where ice is not freely floating. We apply this type of tide correction to ICESat176

and ICESat-2 data to derive surface-lowering rates from which we later calculate basal-177

melt rates underneath the floating ice.178

2.4 Height above flotation calculation179

We first invert freeboard to corresponding flotation ice thickness, Hf , by assum-180

ing the EIGEN6c4 geoid model (Förste et al., 2014) as the mean sea level. We use field181

data from January 2020 to calculate a mean ice column density of ρ = 890±5 kg/m3
182

from 16 sites distributed across the Upper Dotson (Fig. 11a). At each site we derived183

freeboard from static GPS measurements of surface elevation and phase-sensitive radar184

measurements of local ice thickness. We compare these in-situ values to remotely-sensed185

freeboard at each site using ice-surface elevations from REMA and ice-thickness from186

BedMachine (Fig. 1a) from which we derive ρ = 886± 20 kg/m3. Height above flota-187

tion, zf , is then calculated as the difference between flotation ice thickness and absolute188

ice thickness, Ha, from BedMachine:189

zf = (Hf −Ha) ∗ (
ρsw − ρ

ρsw
), (2)

Where ρsw = 1027 kg/m3 is the density of seawater. We then use height above190

flotation to delineate a grounding-line, which agrees well with an InSAR-derived grounding-191

line product (Fig. 5, Milillo, 2021) . Some of the differences between the InSAR-derived192

grounding line and our product derived from height above flotation are due to the dif-193

fering time period of data collection. The degree of grounding of individual ice-shelf pin-194

ning points, where InSAR-derived grounding lines are not available, is determined from195

their absolute height above flotation.196

2.5 Basal melt rate from mass conservation197

Surface-elevation measurements are usually taken in an Eulerian reference frame,198

which is fixed in space and time relative to the geoid. Signals of surface-elevation change199

are introduced as new surface features advect, particularly in fast-flowing areas such as200

ice shelves and outlet glaciers. We therefore choose a Lagrangian reference frame to cal-201

culate surface-elevation change and track ice parcels as they advect with the ice flow. La-202

grangian analysis has become the standard procedure for change detection in areas with203

rough surface and significant advection (Dutrieux et al., 2013; Moholdt et al., 2014; Shean204

et al., 2017, 2019; Berger et al., 2017; Alley et al., 2021; Wild et al., 2022). To track move-205

ment along trajectories, we use the ITS LIVE record to migrate ICESat data forwards206

and ICESat-2 data backwards in time to locations where each altimetry point would have207

been during the acquisition of REMA. A sufficiently small timestep is thereby critical208
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to limit horizontal migration of the altimetry points to the 40-m spatial resolution of the209

ITS LIVE velocity grid, also known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition. We choose210

a 7.3 day temporal resolution, guided by the maximum flow velocity of 4.31 m/d (1575 m/yr)211

within our domain. We then smooth the tide-corrected ICESat and ICESat-2 elevation212

measurements along-track using a moving average of five altimetry points and subtract213

the earlier elevation measurement from the later time at migrated altimetry point loca-214

tions. Lastly, we rasterize the migrated point cloud using a 2D Gaussian Kernel to ob-215

tain maps of surface-lowering rates in relation to 2016 when REMA data were acquired.216

Our derived surface lowering rates are valid on both grounded and floating ice and can217

be used to monitor thinning of grounded tributary glaciers as well as the derivation of218

basal melt rates underneath freely-floating areas using mass conservation principles.219

Basal-melt rates, ṁb, are calculated from Lagrangian ice-thickness change, DH
Dt ,220

the dynamic-thickness change and the surface mass balance using the depth-integrated221

continuity equation (Jenkins & Doake, 1991):222

DH

Dt
+H(ϵ̇lon + ϵ̇trans) = ṁs + ṁb, (3)

For surface mass balance, ṁs, we use the 5.5 km resolution 1979 to 2015 average223

from the Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel (RACMO) version 2.3 (Lenaerts et al.,224

2018), converted to ice equivalent (positive for accumulation, negative for ablation). Av-225

erage accumulation on the floating parts is about 1±0.3 m/yr. Dynamic thickness change226

(positive for divergence, negative for convergence) is derived from longitudinal, ϵ̇lon, and227

transverse strain rate fields, ϵ̇trans, based on the MEaSUREs velocity field that repre-228

sents a longer term state (Fig. S1). We use a logarithmic strain rate formulation (Alley229

et al., 2018) at a length scale of four times the local ice thickness. In the absence of basal230

friction a constant vertical velocity profile is assumed throughout the floating ice shelf.231

As both the ice thickness changes and the calculation of basal melt rates (positive for232

freezing, negative for melting) assume hydrostatic equilibrium, we use our α map and233

mask out areas of tidal ice-shelf flexure before and after the point migration (Fig. 1d).234

2.6 Evaluation with in-situ data235

Accurate velocity fields are crucial for calculating reliable basal melt rates, partic-236

ularly because Lagragian ice thickness change is the dominant term in Eq. 3 with both237

dynamic thickness change and surface mass balance about one magnitude smaller across238

the majority of both ice shelves. We therefore validate the ITS LIVE record with avail-239

able GPS measurements from January 2020. GPS data were processed using the base-240

line processing tool track, which is part of the GAMIT/GLOBK GPS processing soft-241

ware (ver. 10.71, http://geoweb.mit.edu/gg/; Chen, 1999). The data were processed kine-242

matically against a fixed base station at Backer Island (accessed through UNAVCO, www.unavco.org,243

April 2020), and converted into Antarctic Polar Stereographic coordinates (EPSG: 3031)244

using pyproj 4 (https://pypi.org/project/pyproj/) from which velocities were calculated.245

Errors are estimated to be below 0.01 m, based on the standard deviation of the point246

cloud resulting from the kinematic processing. The resulting ice-flow-speed deviations247

are −0.9±13 m/yr in mean and standard deviation, with a directional bias of 4±6 de-248

gree (Fig. 2a and b). Given these error bounds and the 10 years between ICESat and249

REMA, altimetry points can be migrated to be within an elliptical area of 541 m2 with250

a 98.9% confidence. The average 3 years between REMA to ICESat-2 results in a smaller251

ellipse of 193 m2 (Appendix A). These correspond to 2 and 1 grid cells in the Easting252

direction for ICESat and ICESat-2, respectively, and are mostly a result of ice-flow-speed253

deviations. The smaller directional inaccuracies keep points within the migrated grid cells254

in the Northing direction. We are therefore confident in detecting Lagragian surface-elevation255

change for features larger than about 100 m length scale, such as most ice-shelf pinning256

points and basal channels.257
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Figure 2. Validation of satellite observations with field measurements collected in Jan 2020:

(a) ice-flow speed and (b) direction from Easting between ITS LIVE 2018 and GPS, (c) compari-

son of in-situ derived freeboard from GPS measurements of ice-shelf surface elevation and phase-

sensitive measurements of ice-column thickness with remotely-sensed freeboard from REMA and

BedMachine at 16 sites distributed across the Upper Dotson (Fig. 11).

Lagragian ice-thickness change also depends on ice-surface elevation and firn depth,258

which reduces the mean density of the ice column and thus impacts the freeboard con-259

version through reduction of ice density. We compare in-situ measured freeboard at 16260

sites with remotely-sensed freeboard and find deviations of −0.2± 2.9 m, correspond-261

ing to 1.8±27 m ice thickness in hydrostatic equilibrium. With a mean ice-shelf thick-262

ness of 468 m, the maximum estimate of ice-shelf thickness deviation is still only around263

6%. With the basal channel on Dotson accounting for 30% of the total ice thickness change264

(Gourmelen et al., 2017), we are confident in reliably detecting regional variations in ice-265

shelf thinning and ultimately identify focused areas of increased basal-melt rates from266

the analysis of remote-sensing data.267

Height above flotation is calculated from ICESat-2 data in an Eulerian reference268

frame and is therefore independent of uncertainties in the velocity field. However, ac-269

quisition of these altimetry measurements does not coincide with the utilized BedMa-270

chine ice-thickness product, which is a combination of several Operation IceBridge mis-271

sions between 2009 and 2019. To estimate the combined effect of thinning and ice ad-272

vection signals, we use the BedMachine ice-thickness error map. Area-wide error for the273

Dotson-Crosson Ice-Shelf System is 119.8 m and 44.2 m excluding floating ice shelves274

(Appendix C). For an approximate time span of 10 years between acquisition of airborne275

radar measurements and ICESat-2 data, the total uncertainty of height above flotation276

is σzf = 19.9 m a.f. and 4.4 m a.f., respectively. This fits well with the uncertainty es-277

timates derived from error propagation of σzf = 16.5 m a.f. and 6.1 m a.f. earlier.278

2.7 Oceanographic dataset279

Ocean currents along the front of Dotson Ice Shelf were measured at 24 stations280

with an upward- and downward-looking RDI Workhorse 300-kHz Lowered Acoustic Doppler281

Current Profiler (LADCP) system installed on a Conductivity, Temperature and Depth282

(CTD) rosette onboard the RVIB Nathaniel B. Palmer between January 21 and Febru-283

ary 7, 2022. The LADCP data were processed using the LDEO-IX toolbox (Thurnherr,284

2018) and constrained by CTD/GPS and 38-kHz ship-mounted ADCP data. The barotropic285

tidal component of the flow was removed using the CATS2008 tidal model (Padman et286

al., 2002, 2008) for the time and location of each profile. Conservative temperature was287
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calculated using the TEOS-10 toolbox (McDougall & Barker, 2011). All profiles were288

visually inspected and spurious data were removed.289

3 Results290

3.1 Changes in ice dynamics291

According to the MEaSUREs Antarctic-wide velocity mosaic, mean ice-flow speed292

on the Dotson is 278±132 m/yr with a local maximum near the inflow of the Kohler293

Glacier of 814 m/yr. The Crosson flows about 3 times faster at 890±265 m/yr and reaches294

up to 1575 m/yr near the ice-shelf front (Fig. 1b). The annual velocity record shows sig-295

nificant regional variations in ice-flow-speed changes since 1992 (Fig. 3). While most ar-296

eas of the Dotson accelerated in the 2000s (Fig. 3a), only the Upper Dotson continued297

its acceleration into the 2010s. The Lower Dotson decelerated even beyond the ground-298

ing line of Kohler Glacier since 2009 (Fig. 3b). While this flow deceleration is still on-299

going in 2018 (Fig. 3d), the flow acceleration in the Upper Dotson has reversed its sign300

in the mid 2010s and is now also decelerating in 2018 (Fig. 3b).301

The velocity record also indicates that ice-flow speeds in the upper branches of Smith302

West and East Glaciers, as well as Kohler Glacier, have not yet peaked and are contin-303

uously accelerating as they adjust to the weakening of Crosson (Fig. 3 c and d). Although304

ice-flow acceleration of Pope Glacier slowed down from an increase of > 100 m/yr to305

< 100 m/yr between the 2000s and 2010s, both branches of Smith Glacier and the up-306

stream parts of Kohler Glacier are speeding up from about 300 m/yr to > 350 m/yr (Fig.307

3a and b). While both branches of Smith Glacier were speeding up in a similar range,308

the much deeper ice-bed topography underneath Smith West Glacier caused its ice dis-309

charge to surpass Smith East Glacier (Fig. 4). Grounding-line flux of Smith West Glacier310

quadrupled to 19.4 Gt/yr in 2018, doubled for Smith East Glacier to 13.5 Gt/yr, with311

both on a continuing trend throughout the record. Deceleration of the Lower Dotson caused312

a reduction in grounding-line flux of Kohler Glacier from a peak of 7 Gt/yr in 2013 to313

6.6 Gt/yr in 2018. Pope Glacier’s discharge has stagnated since the early 2000s around314

5.9 Gt/yr after a jump from 4.4 Gt/yr in 1992.315

3.2 Pinning-point stability and grounding-line retreat316

We validate our height-above-flotation calculation with the independent grounding-317

line dataset from Milillo (2021) and find approximate agreement between the datasets318

(Fig. 5). Although delineating grounding lines from height above flotation is less accu-319

rate than mapping from double-differential InSAR (Brunt et al., 2010), they can be used320

to fill gaps in SAR data acquisition, which ultimately refines grounding-line-retreat rates321

(Wild et al., 2022). Here, ICESat-2 data for our height-above-flotation calculation were322

collected between 2018 to 2020 and are overlapped by the dedicated COSMO-SkyMed323

constellation to survey the Amundsen Sea Embayment since 2014. Comparing the height324

above flotation to the recently delineated grounding lines from InSAR confirms the rapid325

glacier retreat reported in Milillo et al. (2022, Fig. 5). InSAR-derived grounding lines,326

however, tend to be a few hundred meters further inland than the transition between float-327

ing (zf = 0 m a.f.) and grounded areas (zf > 0 m a.f.). We attribute this either to328

double-differential InSAR being sensitive to the farthest inland displacement during the329

single epochs of SAR image acquisition, or because InSAR rather delineates the loca-330

tion of a ‘hinge’ line and not the true grounding line, where the ice base detaches from331

the bed and ice shelves become afloat (Fricker et al., 2009). The combined uncertainty332

of the derived height above flotation is a result from errors in the ICESat-2 data, Bed-333

Machine and its spread to in-situ measurements of ice-shelf freeboard in combination with334

errors in mean ice-column density. Calculations of error propagation yield a combined335

uncertainty σzf = 16.5 m a.f. as our upper-limit estimate, whereas the true uncertainty336
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Figure 3. Changes in velocity from the MEaSUREs Antarctic-wide velocity mosaic over the

past two decades : (a) Acceleration of the Upper Dotson between 1996 and 2009, and (b) de-

celeration of the Lower Dotson between 2009 and 2018. (c) Velocity evolution along streamlines

from Smith Glacier’s Western branch feeding into the Upper Dotson. Note the continued flow

acceleration in the upper branch of Smith West Glacier. (d) Kohler Glacier feeding into the

Lower Dotson. The inset in panel (d) highlights the flow deceleration in the Lower Dotson. Note

the reversal from deceleration to acceleration about 100 and 120 km from the calving front for

Smith West and Kohler Glacier, respectively, indicating that marine ice-sheet instability may

be at play in this area. Transects along the flowlines in panels a and b are shown in Fig. 7a and

b, respectively. Crosses indicate the location where Kohler Glacier separates from Smith West

Glacier to drain into the Lower Dotson. Circles show the location of the maximum ice speed

along the flowlines and triangles identify the location of downstream changes in ice dynamics

such as acceleration of the Upper Dotson and deceleration of the Lower Dotson.
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Figure 4. Ice-flux across the A-B flux gate between 1996 and 2018. Note the decrease in the

discharge of Kohler Glacier, while discharge of Smith West and East Glaciers accelerated. Dis-

charge of Pope Glacier is nearly steady. Negative values are caused by floating ice regrounding

along seaward protrusions of the grounding line/flux gate.

of height above flotation is much more likely to be around σzf = 6.1 m a.f., because337

we are mainly interested in grounded areas excluding floating ice shelves (Appendix C).338

Freely floating areas of ice shelves generally feature a zero height above flotation339

if no other stresses are present. Positive values indicate either the degree of grounding340

or can be used as a proxy for assessing the present stress configuration within the ice shelf.341

Mapping of recent height above flotation from ICESat-2 data shows that large parts of342

the Dotson-Crosson Ice-Shelf System are in local hydrostatic equilibrium with the ocean343

(Fig. 6a).344

The Upper Dotson was anchored by 4 individual pinning points, which were vis-345

ible in interferometric fringes in 1996 (labeled D1-4 in Scheuchl et al., 2016, and Fig. 1d).346

D1 ungrounded in the late 1990s, its remaining ice bulge slowly advected downstream347

and headed towards D2 (Suppl. video). D3 ungrounded in 2014 following years of pro-348

gressive unpinning. With their extent continuously reducing, only D2 and D4 currently349

feature visible surface crevassing (Fig. 6b and Suppl. photos). This is because of ver-350

tical shearing induced by ice-shelf regrounding on bathymetric highs. Zero height above351

flotation confirms that the previously reported, ungrounded pinning points D1 and D3352

provide no resistance to the ice flow. Only D4 and the much smaller D2 pinning point353

are currently grounded up to 46 and 26 m above their flotation level, respectively, in-354

dicating that D4 will outlive D2 with continued ice-shelf thinning.355

The Lower Dotson was anchored by the two pinning points D5 and D6. While D5356

penetrates through the ice-shelf surface to form the prominent Wunneberger Rock (Suppl.357

photos), longitudinal stresses within the ice force the upstream ice shelf far above its flota-358

tion level (Fig. 6c). D6 ungrounded entirely in the early 2010s after a period of ephemeral359

re-grounding during low tides in 2014 (Scheuchl et al., 2016). Our analysis confirms that360

the Lower Dotson has now completely detached from D6 (Figs. 6a and 7b). D7 and D8,361

formed on the flanks of the Kohler Range, are grounded up to 17 and 38 m a.f., respec-362

tively.363

The Crosson featured 5 pinning points (labeled C1-5 in Fig. 1 d). While C1 and364

C3 were already ungrounded in 2014, C2 was still showing signs of grounding until 2015365

(Scheuchl et al., 2016). Our height above flotation analysis shows that C2 has since un-366

grounded and is now an area of significant rifting. Currently, C4 shows active surface367
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Figure 5. Comparison of grounding-line retreat of tributary glaciers derived from height

above flotation and InSAR (Milillo, 2021): (a) Kohler Glacier draining into the Lower Dotson,

(b) Pope Glacier draining into the Crosson and (c) Smith West Glacier draining into the Upper

Dotson. Note the retreat and re-advance of Kohler Glacier between 1992/2011 and 2011/14, and

the excellent fit to the InSAR-derived grounding lines between 2018/20 when ICESat-2 data were

acquired for the height above flotation calculation.
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Figure 6. Height above flotation derived from ICESat-2 satellite laser altimetry and BedMa-

chine ice thickness: (a) Rasterized using a 2D Gaussian kernel and locations of zoomed panels.

Areas featuring a height above flotation > 200 m were masked out for visibility. The white rect-

angles show the location of panels in Figure 5 focusing on grounding-line retreat of tributary

glaciers. (b) D2 in the Upper Dotson on top of a Planet SkySat Scene product acquired in De-

cember 2021, and (c) D5, also called the Wunneberger Rock nunatak, in the Lower Dotson over

a DigitalGlobe Worldview-2 product from November 2021. Note the positive height above flota-

tion of the ice upstream of these two pinning points, while the ice downstream quickly reaches a

freely-floating state.

crevassing (Suppl. photos), while C5 ungrounded since 2015 during the retreat of Pope368

Glacier. Height above flotation shows the formation of a new C6 pinning point about369

30 m a.f. with active surface crevassing (Suppl. photos).370

Linearly extrapolated InSAR-derived retreat rates predict that the grounding line371

of Kohler Glacier will pass Kohler saddle within the next 4 years, effectively merging en-372

tirely into the catchment of Smith West Glacier within the next 15 years (Milillo et al.,373

2022). We therefore calculate the remaining height above flotation over Kohler saddle,374

which is about 170 m a.f. (Fig. 7b). Figure 7 also shows the newly formed pinning point375

C6, which currently features about zf = 30 m a.f., as well as the D6 pinning point that376

ungrounded in 2014 (Scheuchl et al., 2016) and is characterized by zf = 0 m a.f.377

3.3 Surface-height change from satellite laser altimetry378

We detect rapid surface-lowering rates spread across the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf379

System (Fig. 8a and b). From 2003 to 2016, surface lowering occurred mainly on the Crosson380

and its tributary glaciers with mean rates of 1.53±2.17 m/yr and up to 12.1 m/yr near381

the grounding line of Smith West Glacier. The Dotson thinned at a mean rate of 0.65±382

1.06 m/yr with a local maximum of 6 m/yr near the grounding line of Kohler Glacier383

(Fig. 8a).384

Surface-lowering rates largely increased between 2016 and 2020. The mean surface-385

lowering rate of the floating part of the Crosson increased by 19% to 1.82±2.55 m/yr,386
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Figure 7. Profiles along flowlines of Smith West (Fig. 3a) and Kohler Glacier (Fig. 3b) from

BedMachine with the dashed purple line indicating the level of flotation and the hatched areas

the amount of ice that would raise global sea level if it were to melt. The dashed red wavy line

indicates the schematic of the topmost level of mCDW (identified as conservative temperature

> 0◦C) from the CTD/LADCP profiles: (a) the newly emerged pinning point C6 on the Crosson,

(b) the recently detached pinning point D6 in the Lower Dotson with the grounding-line retreat

along a prograde slope nearing the bathymetric saddle underneath Kohler Glacier. Past ground-

ing lines are from MEaSUREs (Rignot et al., 2017) and from (Milillo, 2021) in 2020. Note the

readvance of Kohler Glacier between 2011 and 2014, which reversed between 2014 and 2020.
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while its tributary glaciers, which reach over 100 km into the West Antarctic Ice Sheet,387

also experienced rapid surface lowering. Parts of Pope Glacier thinned at rates up to 16.6 m/yr,388

and Haynes Glacier further to the east up to 22.8 m/yr between 2016 and 2020. Large389

parts of the Smith Glaciers and Kohler Glacier thinned at rates of about 9 m/yr (Fig.390

8b). The Dotson’s surface lowered at an increased rate of 1.67±1.49 m/yr, particularly391

along a basal channel where surface-lowering rates were 2.36±1.65 m/yr. The combined392

surface lowering rate of Dotson and Crosson between 2016 and 2020 was 1.72±1.97 m/yr393

in mean and standard deviation. While regional surface lowering can be a result of both394

dynamic thinning and accelerated basal melting, the dynamic thickness change on float-395

ing parts of the Dotson is largely close to 0 m/yr (Fig. 8c), suggesting that basal melt-396

ing is the dominant driver of ice-shelf thinning. This is counteracted by a surface mass397

balance of about 1±0.3 m/yr (Fig. 8d), which includes a negligible uncertainty when398

compared to its annual variability between 1979 to 2015.399

We calculated the combined uncertainties in the rates of surface-elevation change400

between ICESat to REMA and REMA to ICESat-2 as the root sum of squared errors401

of the individual measurement techniques, divided by their time difference. ICESat data402

were acquired between 2003 to 2009 and have a vertical < 5 cm and horizontal < 15 cm403

accuracy (Brunt et al., 2019). The majority of the REMA tiles covering the Dotson-Crosson404

Ice Shelf area originate from 2016 and have an area-wide error of 5.5±0.9 m. ICESat-405

2 data, acquired between 2018 and 2020, provide absolute ice-surface elevations with <406

3 cm vertical and < 9 cm horizontal accuracies (Brunt et al., 2019). Altogether, these407

yield combined errors of 0.55 m/yr for the surface lowering estimate between ICESat (2006)408

and REMA (2016), and 1.83 m/yr between REMA and ICESat-2 (2019, Appendix B).409

We note the general agreement between the derived patterns of surface-lowering rates,410

which suggests that the true uncertainty is likely below the derived signals. Furthermore411

we expect the signals to be more reliable within the boundaries of individual REMA tiles,412

which were feathered along 100 km by 100 km tile boundaries to create a seamless mo-413

saic (Howat et al., 2019).414

With our height above flotation estimate derived earlier, it is possible to estimate415

when Kohler Glacier will merge into the catchment of Smith West Glacier if recent surface-416

lowering rates are extrapolated linearly into the future. Average height above flotation417

in this area is zf = 170 m a.f. in 2020. Assuming that average surface lowering rates418

of 8.5 m/yr between 2016 to 2018/20 persist, our prediction for Kohler retreating past419

a saddle in the bed topography is 2040, which is slightly later than the prediction of 2035420

from InSAR-derived grounding-line retreat rates (Milillo et al., 2022). This might be ex-421

plained by the general landward bias of InSAR derived grounding lines when compared422

with our result from height above flotation and because both of these estimates are based423

on linear extrapolation with no physics involved.424

3.4 Regional variability in basal melting425

We now use mass-conservation principles to estimate the spatial distribution of basal426

melting from Lagrangian rates of surface lowering, dynamic thickness change and mean427

surface mass balance (Eq. 3). While basal melt rates are spatially variable, both ICE-428

Sat and ICESat-2 observations agree that basal melting is most rapid close to the ground-429

ing line, where slopes at the ice base are steep and ice depth at the grounding zone is430

well in the realm of mCDW (Fig. 7). Basal refreezing is detected along Crosson’s front431

in ICESat data (8 m/yr, Fig. 9a), and migrated about 6 km upstream in the ICESat-432

2 measurements, sporadically exceeding 10 m/yr, but over a much smaller area (Fig. 9b).433

Basal melting is generally weaker to the east, but pronounced to the west of the Dot-434

son (about 25 m/yr); near the grounding line of Kohler Glacier (about 65 m/yr), where435

the seafloor is < −1600 m a.s.l. as well as in the upper reaches of the Crosson (91 m/yr).436

Qualitatively, this regional pattern of basal melting agrees well with results from the anal-437

ysis of CryoSat-2 radar altimetry data between 2010 and 2016 (Gourmelen et al., 2017),438
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Figure 8. Components of the basal melt rate calculation from satellite laser altimetry: La-

grangian rates of surface lowering derived from differencing (a) ICESat and (b) ICESat-2 data

with the Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica (REMA, Howat et al., 2019). (c) Dynamic

thickness change and streamlines calculated from the MEaSUREs velocity field. Blue colors

denote flow divergence, red colors flow convergence. Values are truncated to ±15 m/yr to main-

tain visibility and we also masked out surface-lowering signals within our uncertainty range of

σzs = 1.83 m/yr. (d) Modeled mean annual surface mass balance in ice equivalent between 1979

and 2014 from RACMO2.3p1 (van den Broeke, 2019). Past grounding lines are from MEaSUREs

(Rignot et al., 2017). The black rectangle in panels b and c show the spatial extent of Figure 11a

and b in the Upper Dotson Ice-Shelf area, where field data were acquired in January 2020.
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Figure 9. Rasterized Lagrangian basal melt rates from (a) ICESat and (b) ICESat-2 satellite

altimetry data in combination with surface mass balance modeling and ice dynamics. Red and

blue colors indicate basal melting and refreezing, respectively. The applied mass conservation

technique relies on hydrostatic equilibrium in both the freeboard to ice thickness inversion and

the assumption of negligible vertical shear stress within the ice. We therefore masked out non

freely-floating areas delineated by tidal flexure modeling. We also masked out signals within our

uncertainty range of σṁb = 2.1 m/yr.

and their regional average of 6.1±0.7 m/yr for the Dotson is within the 4.88±6.99 m/yr439

range between 2003 and 2016 derived in this study. Extending the ICESat record with440

more recent ICESat-2 data suggests a trifold acceleration in basal melt to 15.86±10.75 m/yr441

from 2016 to 2020. The higher spatial coverage of ICESat-2 also allows us to capture basal-442

melt rates along a narrow channel that reaches from the Upper Dotson, past the D4 and443

D5 pinning points, to the ice-shelf front. Our results confirm previous work by Gourmelen444

et al. (2017) that this channel is actively evolving along its entire length but with ac-445

celerated basal-melt rates around 22 m/yr. Particularly high melt rates within this chan-446

nel are identified at the confluence of two basal channels in the Upper Dotson near D4447

(50 m/yr), to the east of D5 (55 m/yr) and near its origin in the Upper Dotson (45 m/yr).448

Our calculations also indicate that mean basal-melt rates doubled underneath the Crosson449

from 5.51± 10.24 m/yr to 11.48± 13.65 m/yr over the same time period.450

Using error propagation techniques, we combine uncertainties in the rates of sur-451

face elevation change with errors in mean ice-column density, ice-velocity fields and sur-452

face mass balance and estimate a combined uncertainty in basal melt rates of σṁb =453

0.8 m/yr for 10 years between ICESat to REMA and σṁb = 2.1 m/yr for 3 years be-454

tween REMA to ICESat-2 (Appendix B). While these large uncertainties originate mainly455

from errors in REMA, they are still about one order of magnitude smaller than our de-456

rived signals of mean basal melt.457
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4 Discussion458

4.1 Intrusion and pathways of modified Circumpolar Deep Water459

We now compare the derived regional patterns in basal melting with new oceano-460

graphic measurements of ocean current and temperature acquired along the front of Dot-461

son between January 21 and February 7, 2022 (Fig. 10). The CTD/LADCP profiles are462

vertically-averaged between the seabed and ice draft, and show that mCDW enters the463

sub-ice-shelf cavity as a strong and narrow jet approximately 5-km wide at the eastern464

side of the ice shelf (Fig. 10), with maximum conservative temperature of 0.5-0.6◦C be-465

low 600 m depth (not shown). The inflow is deep enough to not interact with the base466

of the ice shelf in the eastern side of Dotson. The inflowing mCDW interacts with the467

base of the ice shelf likely near the grounding line, which helps to explain the larger basal468

melt rates observed in those locations (Fig. 9). Glacially-modified mCDW leaves the cav-469

ity as a strong and narrow jet (∼ 2 km) at the western side of the ice shelf (Fig. 10) at470

200-500 m depth with conservative temperatures between -1 and 0◦C (not shown). Our471

measurements support the existence of a clockwise ocean circulation underneath the Dot-472

son, in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Randall-Goodwin et al., 2015; Yang et al.,473

2022), suggesting that it is a persistent feature, at least since the first measurement. The474

mCDW that interacts with the freshwater from the basal melting gains buoyancy and475

ascends near the base of the ice (although it conserves substantial heat), which supports476

a shallower ocean circulation pattern. This clockwise and shallow circulation coincides477

with areas of pronounced basal melting in the Lower Dotson (Fig. 9), where mCDW fresh-478

ens and forms a buoyant meltwater plume near the ice-shelf base, exiting the cavity near479

Martin Peninsula (Fig. 10). The circulation pattern is consistent with results from Dutrieux480

et al. (2018) who deployed three Seagliders and four EM-APEX floats to sample oceanic481

properties beneath the Dotson and identified deep inflowing warmer water on the east-482

ern side of the sub-ice-shelf cavity and shallower outflowing meltwater on its western side.483

The changes observed at the grounding line (Fig. 9) could be associated with large-484

scale variations on the supply of mCDW onto the continental shelf. The amount of mCDW485

supplied to the continental shelf in the Amundsen Sea is driven by the strength of the486

eastward wind at the shelf break (e.g., Wåhlin et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017; Dotto et487

al., 2020). The intensity of the eastward wind-stress anomaly at the shelf break has in-488

creased in the last 100 years due to the southward migration of the westerly wind belt,489

at least for the eastern Amundsen Sea (Holland et al., 2019). Due to short temporal ex-490

tent of hydrographic measurements in the Dotson-Getz trough, it is not clear if the avail-491

ability of mCDW has increased in recent years in the area. Evidence for a decadal vari-492

ability impacting the heat content of the ocean in front of Dotson was shown by Jenkins493

et al. (2018); they showed periods of high temperatures and high meltwater flux in the494

late-2000s and early-2010s, whereas low temperatures and low melting were observed in495

the early-2000s and mid-2010s. The rate of grounding-line retreat in the Amundsen Sea496

is currently influenced more by those successive strong decadal warm periods, trigger-497

ing episodic retreats, rather are more likely to trigger episodic retreats of the ground-498

ing line than a progressive ocean warming in the region (Jenkins et al., 2018). Recent499

observations suggest a relatively fast time-scale (∼2-month lag) between the variability500

of heat transport inflowing the Dotson cavity and the meltwater outflowing at the west-501

ern Dotson (Yang et al., 2022). Ocean-driven basal melting can change the sub-ice-shelf502

cavity geometry, increasing water-column thickness, which in turn enhances the volume503

of circulated ocean water beneath the ice shelf. Past works have suggested that a stronger504

circulation and exposed ridges could alter turbulence and mixing under the ice shelf, which505

might increase the ice melting through higher heat fluxes at the ice-ocean interface (e.g.,506

Jacobs et al., 2011). In any case, an increase in the inflow of mCDW and modification507

at the grounding line can intensify the outflow of the buoyant meltwater on the west-508

ern Dotson, with potential impacts on the erosion of the Lower Dotson and a collapse509

of the ice shelf (e.g., Gourmelen et al., 2017). Given the vertical extension of mCDW510
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Figure 10. De-tided ocean flow below the ice draft along the Dotson’s front derived from

ship-based CTD/LADCP profiles in early 2022. The color of the arrows indicates vertically-

averaged conservative temperature below the ice draft. Note water inflow to the east and outflow

to the west. The dashed line is a schematic of the possible mCDW pathway beneath the ice shelf.
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at eastern Dotson (upper inflow at ∼450 m; Fig. 7), Kohler saddle will be flooded with511

mCDW with continued retreat of the grounding line. This will lead to new pathways where512

mCDW can access the ice-shelf grounding zone with the potential to increase the rate513

of grounding-line retreat as a new deep cavity opens up.514

4.2 Spatial and temporal patterns of basal melt515

Gourmelen et al. (2017) used CryoSat-2 interferometric-swath radar processing to516

measure a mean surface lowering rate of 0.26±0.03 m/yr for the Dotson between 2010517

and 2016. Their rate is consistent with 0.28±0.03 m/yr between 1994 and 2012 derived518

from the satellite radar altimeter record (Paolo et al., 2015). Our surface-lowering rates519

derived from the combination of ICESat altimetry data with REMA are 0.65±1.06 m/yr520

between 2003 to 2016 and entail a relatively large uncertainty of 0.55 m/yr compared521

to previous research. We note, however, broad agreement in the regional patterns of thin-522

ning and grounding-line retreat between the different methods. Our results, in turn, sug-523

gest a recent increase in basal melt rates from 2003/16 to 2016/20 that corresponds to524

a net meltwater increase at the ice-shelf base from 26.9 to 87.3 Gt/yr on Dotson (5505 km2)525

and from 18.8 to 39.2 Gt/yr underneath Crosson (3411 km2), respectively. Randall-Goodwin526

et al. (2015) used hydrographic data acquired in 2011 to estimate 81 Gt/yr of meltwa-527

ter, which further supports our finding that the ocean forcing increased and is directly528

translated to the observed higher basal-melt rates underneath the floating ice shelves.529

The increase of basal melting is particularly high underneath the Lower Dotson (Fig. 9),530

where the ice-flow speed slowed down over the same time period (Fig. 3b).531

4.3 Changes of ice-shelf pinning points532

The Upper Dotson features several ice-shelf pinning points between Bear Island and533

the Antarctic continent, indicating that bathymetry in this area is very variable (Fig.534

1c) and water-column thickness consequently shallow. Modeling experiments by Mueller535

et al. (2012) show that a shallow sub-ice-shelf cavity locally enhances tidal currents and536

thus the heat exchange at the ice-ocean interface through turbulent heat transfer. This537

mechanism may result in locally increased basal melt particularly in the vicinity of pin-538

ning points where bathymetric highs have the potential to streamline tidal currents into539

the sub-ice-shelf cavity. Pinning points stabilize ice shelves through shear stresses at the540

ice-base (Matsuoka et al., 2015). Their ungrounding is known to precede ice-shelf dis-541

aggregation and rapid grounding-line retreat (Goldberg et al., 2009; Favier et al., 2012;542

Favier & Pattyn, 2015; Favier et al., 2016; Reese et al., 2018; Wild et al., 2022).543

We therefore investigate a local thickening signal upstream of D2 with rates up to544

7.5 m/yr (Fig. 11a). This is of particular interest because upstream thickening indicates545

significant resistance to the ice flow, such as observed near D5 in the Lower Dotson (Fig.546

6c), which in turn is important for net ice-shelf buttressing. Thickening at D2 may be547

a result of (i) relative compression preceding the redirection of ice flow, (ii) advection548

of a thicker ice bulge from the ungrounded D1 pinning point since the late 1990s, or (iii)549

mismatches in the calculation of Lagragian elevation change because of inaccuracies in550

either the velocity record or REMA. To rule out (i) we calculate the dynamic thickness551

change and find pronounced convergence only a few km further upstream of D2 with rates552

up to 6 m/yr (Fig. 11b), while the ice-flow closer to the pinning point converges only553

at about 1.8 m/yr, which only partly explains the observed thickening rate. To estimate554

(ii) we compile all available Landsat panchromatic imagery between 1973 and 2020 and555

monitor the ice-advection process in the Upper Dotson throughout the 2000s until the556

end of the record in 2020 (Suppl. video). Thickening between 2016 and 2020 because of557

advection of the ice-bulge onto D2 can therefore not be ruled out using the Landsat record558

alone.559
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Figure 11. Investigation of a thickening signal upstream of the D2 pinning point: (a) La-

grangian surface lowering rates derived from ICESat-2 data and the REMA surface elevation

model showing a spurious thickening signal upstream of D2. The two dashed lines show the loca-

tion of the ICESat and ICESat-2 altimetry tracks in panels (c) and (d). The black crosses show

field sites where in-situ data were acquired in Jan. 2020. (b) Dynamic thickness change, stream-

lines and arrows of GPS-derived surface velocity used for validation. (c) Progressive ungrounding

of D1 and advection of a thicker ice bulge towards D2 throughout the 2000s. Note the relative

acceleration of the ice flow in the ICESat data indicated by the magenta line in the main panel

d and Eulerian locations of more recent ICESat-2 data along a nearby track that crosses the D2

pinning point. (d) Migrated and tide-corrected ICESat-2 data from 2019 and the REMA data

cause a spurious thickening signal upstream of D2, while local ICESat-2 peaks in the zoomed

inset clearly show a surface lowering signal of about 2.8 m/yr (indicated by the purple line in the

inset).
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To further investigate the ice advection process, we monitor altimetry data along560

two individual ICESat and ICESat-2 tracks in the Upper Dotson (Fig. 11a). The Eu-561

lerian locations show that the remaining ice-bulge from D1 traveled about 1.7 km be-562

tween the first delineation of its grounding line in 1992 and early 2004 when the first ICE-563

Sat measurements were acquired (Fig. 11c), effectively dating the ungrounding of D1 to564

the late 1990s given an average ice-flow speed of 220 m/yr. We migrate all subsequent565

ICESat data to 2004 as well as correct for ocean tides and atmospheric variability and566

find that the remainder of D1 lost about 10 m of ice-shelf surface elevation between 2004567

and 2009 (or 2 m/yr). Lagrangian locations of D1’s advecting ice-bulge are not perfectly568

aligned vertically, indicating that ice-flow speed increased by up to 150 m/yr over the569

6 years beyond what is captured in the velocity record used for the migration (purple570

line in Fig. 11d).571

We also migrate all ICESat-2 data to the nominal date of REMA and find that REMA572

underestimates the height of D2 in 2014 when compared to the later ICESat-2 measure-573

ments. This indicates either thickening of D2 between 2014 and the first acquisition of574

ICESat-2 data in 2019, or is a consequence of inaccuracies in REMA (δzs = 5.5 m). In575

either case, differencing REMA and ICESat-2 data from 2019 introduces a spurious thick-576

ening signal just upstream of D2 that is not evident when comparing individual ICESat-577

2 data alone, which yields an increased surface lowering rate from 2 m/yr to about 2.8 m/yr.578

Although temporary thickening between 2014 and 2019 is possible given that the ice-579

bulge advection since the late 1990s is still ongoing, ICESat-2 data clearly show evidence580

of surface lowering since 2019. With a current height above flotation of up to 26 m, D2581

will unpin from its bathymetric high point in less than 10 years if contemporary surface582

lowering rates remain constant.583

The Lower Dotson, in turn, shows clear proof of pinning-point destabilization with584

D6 ungrounding entirely in the early 2010s (Figs. 5a and 6b, Scheuchl et al., 2016). With585

ice-flow slowing down considerably over the same time (Fig. 3b and d), a thickening of586

the ice-column and thus increased grounding of D6 would have been expected. In the587

absence of surface ablation (Fig. 8d), the ungrounding of D6 during the simultaneous588

deceleration of the Lower Dotson is therefore directly tied to an unproportional thinning589

of the ice shelf and an indicator for the ongoing destabilization of the Lower Dotson.590

4.4 Interpretation of observed dynamic response591

With the increased availability of mCDW in the Amundsen Sea and its access into592

the sub-ice-shelf cavity underneath Dotson and Crosson, basal-melt rates accelerated par-593

ticularly in the Lower Dotson and around ice-shelf pinning points, whose ungrounding594

reflect the bathymetry-driven pathways of mCDW intrusion. However, ice flow of the595

Lower Dotson decelerated, although all other indicators of structural integrity, tri-fold596

increase in ocean forcing and ungrounding of the D6 pinning point in 2014, point towards597

significant destabilization. We hypothesize that slow-down of the Lower Dotson is at-598

tributed to the interplay of acceleration in the Upper Dotson, following the reported un-599

grounding of the D1 and D3 ice-shelf pinning points, and subsequent plugging of inflow600

from the Kohler Glacier. Conversely, grounded parts of Smith West Glacier dispropor-601

tionately accelerated in tandem with the retreat of Crosson, effectively re-routing ice dis-602

charge from the Kohler Glacier into the catchment of Smith West Glacier. We attribute603

flow acceleration of both Smith West and East Glaciers not only to the weakening of the604

Crosson’s margins and overall diminishing ice-shelf buttressing, but it may also be a clear605

example of marine ice-sheet instability already at play at its tributary glaciers.606

Ungrounding of the C1, C2, C3, and C5 pinning points in the mid 2010s preceded607

the disaggregation of Crosson. The loss of sufficient ice-shelf buttressing, and the asso-608

ciated rapid grounding-line retreat, have led to a drastic speed-up in ice flow, which is609

still evolving (Fig. 3). The acceleration of Smith West Glacier then drew ice discharge610
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Figure 12. (a) Extrapolated grounding-line evolution from height above flotation of the

Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf System, assuming surface lowering rates between 2016 and 2020 to re-

main steady throughout the 21st century. Note that the grounding line will retreat across Kohler

saddle (red cross) between 2030/40, and effectively merge Kohler Glacier entirely into the Smith

West catchment by 2050/60. (b) Sentinel-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar image acquired on 9 Jan

2022 showing the new C7 pinning point and localized areas of surface thickening indicated by

yellow arrows. (c) Timely aerial photograph of active surface crevassing on C7, photo courtesy

of Jesse Norquay. The black dashed line delineates the most recent grounding line from (Milillo,

2021).

from Kohler Glacier, effectively starving ice inflow into the Lower Dotson. In the absence611

of any upstream bathymetric ridges to inhibit marine ice-sheet instability (Fig. 1c), it612

is crucial to assess the integrity of Crosson’s last remaining pinning points C4 and C6613

(Fig. 7a) to determine future retreat patterns in the region, which will likely trigger fur-614

ther destabilization of the Lower Dotson via the complex interplay between Kohler and615

Smith West Glacier. Both pinning points lie along a significant shear zone (Fig. S1c),616

where rheologically weaker ice will continue to progressively decouple the Upper Dot-617

son from Crosson. Further downstream near the ice-shelf edge, calving events between618

1973 and 1988 have been recorded in the past to reduce the ice front by 5 to 7 km on619

Dotson and 10 km on Crosson (Lucchitta et al., 1994), but have not been observed since.620

Continued disaggregation of Crosson supports our observations that C4 and C6 are los-621

ing their structural integrity.622

4.5 Future change in the Dotson-Crosson Ice-Shelf System623

Combining our derived maps of height above flotation and surface-lowering rates624

of grounded ice allows us to linearly extrapolate the regional destabilization of tributaries625

of the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf system into the future. We divide height above flota-626

tion by surface lowering rates and smooth the noise using a 2D Gaussian kernel to de-627

rive grounding-line contours until the end of the 21st century (Fig. 12a).628
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The extrapolation indicates that with the grounding line of Kohler Glacier merg-629

ing into the catchment of Smith West Glacier, the Kohler Range will be cut-off from Antarc-630

tica’s main land by the end of the 21st century to form a large island between the re-631

mainders of Dotson and Crosson, which we call Kohler Island. The grounding lines of632

Pope, Smith East/West Glaciers and Kohler Glacier would continue to retreat along their633

respective bathymetric/topographic troughs. Extrapolated retreat for Smith West Glacier634

is over 50 km in 80 years, corresponding to a mean grounding-line-retreat rate of 0.6 km/yr.635

This is 3 to 4 times slower than its recent maximum retreat rates of 2 km/yr observed636

between 2016 and 2018 (Milillo et al., 2022), suggesting that either our estimates are at637

the lower end of the possible range or that the recently observed high retreat rates were638

only short-lived.639

Most contemporary ice-shelf pinning points will disappear in the next 1 to 3 decades640

with only the D5 nunatak, i.e. Wunneberger Rock, buttressing the Lower Dotson into641

the 22nd century. In the Upper Dotson, D2 will likely unground within the next decade642

and is outlived by the relatively well-grounded D4 pinning point which will likely remain643

into the second half of the 21st century. On the Crosson, C6 is likely ungrounded by 2050644

and is followed by the newly formed C7 pinning point around the year 2070 (inset in Fig.645

12a). The C7 pinning point is currently at the center of an active crevasse zone that is646

evident in satellite radar imagery (Fig. 12b) and aerial photography (Fig. 12c). The ex-647

trapolation also indicates that a few other pinning points may emerge during deglacia-648

tion, such as near the Smith East/West Glaciers and near Kohler Glacier (Fig. 12a). With649

the absence of any bed-topographic highs in those regions (Fig. 1c), we interpret these650

as artifacts of extrapolating localized surface thickening rates (Fig. 8b), where the ice-651

flow converges such as against Kohler Island (Fig. 1b), and not the real formation of new652

pinning points. In any case, the formation of these relatively small pinning points such653

as C7 clearly does not provide the necessary buttressing for regional restabilization once654

rapid ice-flow acceleration takes place. Counter-intuitively, recent research around Thwaites655

Glacier suggests pinning points can also be a destabilizing feature in advanced stages of656

ungrounding, because of the possibility of backstress-triggered failure from accumulated657

damage (Benn et al., 2021).658

Removal of ice-shelf buttressing is of particular concern because it typically trig-659

gers significant grounding-line retreat and acceleration of tributary glaciers (Scambos660

et al., 2004; Rack & Rott, 2004). Rapid grounding-line retreat after ice-shelf disaggre-661

gation could theoretically be mitigated by retreat into a fjord-like valley, because of the662

increase in lateral stresses between narrowing side walls (Gudmundsson, 2013). However,663

the width of the subglacial valley underneath Smith and Kohler Glaciers remains con-664

stant over more than the next 50 km (Rignot et al., 2014, Fig. 1c) with a retrograde sub-665

marine bed that is rendering them dynamically unstable (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007).666

With an inland-thickening ice column, the amount of ice above its flotation level is con-667

tinuously increasing upstream (Fig. 7) and thus the potential sea-level contribution is668

steadily increasing. In the absence of significant bathymetric ridges and well-grounded669

pinning points, it can be expected that discharge rates of the Smith West Glacier are con-670

tinuing to increase (Fig. 7a). Whether the onset of marine ice-sheet instability across671

Kohler saddle would reverse ice flow into the Lower Dotson and potentially delay regional672

destabilization of the Dotson-Crosson Ice-Shelf System remains to be investigated. The673

complex interplay of this process, however, is strongly controlled by the basal topogra-674

phy near Kohler saddle and the dynamic linkages between the glaciers feeding the Dot-675

son and Crosson.676

5 Conclusion677

Both the Dotson and Crosson are destabilizing, despite apparent signals of resta-678

bilization such as a decrease in ice-flow velocity (Fig. 3b) and the appearance of a new679

pinning point (Fig. 12). Deceleration of the Lower Dotson is due to an interplay of re-680
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duced ice inflow from the feeder Kohler Glacier (Fig. 4) and past acceleration of the Up-681

per Dotson that temporarily buttressed inflow to the Lower Dotson (Fig. 3a). Our re-682

sults from integrating ICESat and ICESat-2 laser altimetry data with available field data683

confirm that the grounding lines of Pope, Smith West/East and Kohler Glaciers contin-684

ued to retreat (Fig. 5) and that a number of stabilizing ice-shelf pinning points ungrounded685

(Figs. 6 and 7 ). We link both the retreat and the ungrounding events to a recent ac-686

celeration of basal melt underneath the thicker areas of floating ice (Fig. 9). Ship-based687

measurements in front of the Dotson show warm mCDW pathways into the sub-ice-shelf688

cavity (Fig. 10). With Kohler Glacier’s grounding line currently retreating past a bathy-689

metric saddle (Fig. 7), and effectively merging into the catchment of Smith West Glacier690

by the middle of the 21st century (Fig. 12), it can be expected that mass input into the691

Lower Dotson will be considerably reduced. Whether the Dotson will thin and/or dis-692

aggregate in the aftermath of this transition, similar to how the Crosson has evolved,693

remains to be investigated, because a small number of well-grounded pinning points will694

continue to stabilize the Dotson into the next century.695

Continued ocean-forced thinning of the Crosson will likely result in retreat of its696

ice front far upstream of the current extent. This will greatly reduce ice-shelf buttress-697

ing on the tributary Pope and Smith Glaciers, and will likely cause further grounding-698

line retreat and destabilization of this part of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. The asym-699

metric retreat of the grounding line will soon open up new pathways for mCDW intru-700

sion. Continued research on this area will provide important paths to investigate the pro-701

cesses that drive regional destabilization of ice masses in the Amundsen Sea sector, but702

on a much smaller, more tractable, scale (kilometers) and over a shorter time-frame (decades)703

than the retreat of Thwaites Glacier (centuries to millennia).704

Here, we identify a few natural laboratories on the Dotson-Crosson Ice-Shelf Sys-705

tem for future research: (i) the deep bathymetry downstream of Kohler Glacier’s ground-706

ing line (Fig. 1c), where the intrusion of warm mCDW concurs with an area of pronounced707

ice-thickness convergence (Fig. 8c) to cause high basal-melt rates underneath the Lower708

Dotson (Fig. 9b); (ii) the confluence of two basal channels in the Upper Dotson, where709

glacially modified mCDW may enter the sub-ice-shelf cavity from the Crosson to fur-710

ther accelerate basal melting around the last remaining ice-shelf pinning points (Fig. 9b);711

(iii) Kohler saddle, where the exact shape of the bedrock underneath the grounded ice712

(Figs. 7b and 12a) will determine the retreat rates into the catchment of Smith West Glacier713

that is anticipated for the late 2030s; (iv) the D2 pinning point, which is likely to un-714

ground within the next decade (Fig. 11); and (v) the newly discovered D7 pinning point715

near the grounding line of Smith East Glacier (Fig. 12). All these sites could be stud-716

ied with coupled atmosphere-ocean moorings that capture in tandem the effects of the717

different systems on the ice shelf evolution, such as deploying Automated Meteorology-718

Ice-Geophysics Observing Stations (Scambos et al., in prep.).719

6 Open Research720

We used the NASA Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research En-721

vironments (MEaSUREs) Program, Version 1 and 2, Antarctic-wide ice surface veloc-722

ity products (Rignot et al., 2014, 2017) and the Inter-mission Time Series of Land Ice723

Velocity and Elevation (ITS LIVE) product (Gardner et al., 2019). For ice thickness and724

bathymetry/bed topography the products from BedMachine version 2 (Morlighem, 2020).725

Surface elevations are from the Reference Elevation Model of Antarctic (REMA) dig-726

ital elevation model (Howat et al., 2019), the ICESat Level-2 GLAH12 release 634 global727

altimetry data (Zwally et al., 2014) and the ICESat-2 ATL06 land ice data release, Ver-728

sion 3 (Smith et al., 2019). We used the EIGEN6c4 geoid model (Förste et al., 2014) for729

mean sea level, the Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel (RACMO) version 2.3 (Lenaerts730

et al., 2018) and the logarithmic strain rate software (Alley et al., 2018). Past ground-731

ing lines are from Rignot et al. (2017) and Milillo (2021). Ocean tides and tidal load-732
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ing from the Circum-Antarctic Tidal Solution (CATS2008) model (Padman et al., 2002,733

2008) and the fully global barotropic assimilation (TPXO9) model (Egbert & Erofeeva,734

2002). Surface weather observations provided by the University of Wisconsin-Madison735

Antarctic Meteorology Program. The COMSOL Multiphysics finite-element software for736

modelling of tidal ice-shelf flexure. The GAMIT/GLOBK GPS processing software ver-737

sion 10.71 (Chen, 1998). The LDEO-IX toolbox (Thurnherr, 2018) and the TEOS-10 tool-738

box (McDougall & Barker, 2011) for processing of LADCP data. Map background is the739

Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica (Bindschadler et al., 2008).740

Output products shown in our figures (such as the α map, height above flotation,741

surface lowering, dynamic ice thickness change, basal melting and grounding-line extrap-742

olation maps as well as ship-based measurements of ocean current) are available through743

the US Antarctic Program Data Center (https://doi.org/10.15784/601578). We would744

appreciate citation of our paper if you think these data are useful for your own research.745

Appendix A Uncertainty of Lagrangian migration746

We estimate ice-flow speed errors from GPS measurements in the Upper Dotson747

to −0.9±13 m/yr, with a directional error of 4±6 degree in mean and standard devi-748

ation (Fig. 2a and b). These uncertainties, however, add up over several years for con-749

secutive migration of altimetry points. We therefore pick 10000 randomly sampled al-750

timetry points and migrate them within both the speed and directional ranges for 10 and751

3 years, corresponding to the mean time difference between ICESat to REMA and REMA752

to ICESat-2 data acquisition. After the migration, we find all points within 3 standard753

deviations to fit an uncertainty ellipse that shows a 98.9% confidence level. The enclosed754

area sums up to 537 m2 and 193 m2 for 10 and 3 years respectively (Fig. A1). Given a755

grid resolution of 40 m by 40 m, individual points may migrate up to 2 grid cells and756

1 grid cell outside our estimate in Easting, but remain within the same grid cell in Nor-757

thing direction.758

Figure A1. Anomalies of migrated point coordinates given the errors in the velocity field: (a)

after 10 years such as between ICESat and REMA, and (b) after 3 years such as between REMA

and ICESat-2. The red confidence ellipses enclose 98.9% of the points and were derived using the

Pearson correlation coefficient. Colors indicate point density and confirm a normal distribution of

points. The vertical dashed gray lines show our grid resolution of 40 m by 40 m.
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Appendix B Uncertainty of basal melt rates759

To estimate uncertainty of basal melt rates, we propagate the individual errors through760

Eq. 3 from the main text (rearranged here for simplicity):761

ṁb =
DH

Dt
+H(ϵ̇lon + ϵ̇trans)− ṁs (B1)

The combined uncertainty, σṁb, can then be expressed as:762

σṁb =
√
σ2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 , (B2)

with the three terms on the right hand side as follows:763

σ1 =

√
σ2
HREMA

+ σ2
HIS/2

Dt
, (B3)

σ2 = H
√
σ2
ϵ̇lon

+ σ2
ϵ̇trans

, (B4)

σ3 = σṁs (B5)

To find the uncertainty for the first term (Eq. B3), we calculate sensitivity coef-764

ficients using a perturbation method that allows us to combine errors with different units765

of measure (ice surface elevation in m a.s.l. and mean ice column density of ρ = 890±766

5 kg/m3):767

σHIS/REMA/IS2 =
√
(c1δzs)2 + (c2δρ)2 (B6)

With the sensitivity coefficients c1 =
δHzs

δzs and c2 =
δHρ

δρ . Given the vertical <768

5 cm and horizontal < 15 cm error of ICESat surface elevations, these perturbations are769

δzs =
√
(0.05m)2 + (0.15m)2 < 0.16 m, and δzs = 5.5 m for REMA. The < 3 cm770

vertical and < 9 cm inaccuracy of ICESat-2 results in δzs < 0.09 m. Determining the771

sensitivity coefficients requires the use of a mean surface elevation from ICESat, REMA772

and ICESat-2 data over the freely-floating ice shelf. These are 34.2, 33, 24.8 m a.s.l, re-773

spectively, and yield mean ice thicknesses of 256.2, 247.4 and 185.6 m (note these are ab-774

solute values for perturbation purposes and not relative to the geoid as our freeboard775

calculations). We can now calculate the effect of each perturbation on the mean ice thick-776

ness as follows:777

δHzs = (zs + δzs)
ρsw

ρsw − ρ
−H, (B7)

δHρ = zs
ρsw

ρsw − (ρ+ δρ)
−H, (B8)

which are inserted in B6 and results in σHIS/REMA/IS2 = 3.6 m for ICESat and778

4.2 m for both REMA and ICESat-2 data. According to B3 σ1 = 0.6 m/yr over the779

10 years between mean ICESat data acquisition (2006) and the mean time-stamp of the780

REMA mosaic (2016), and σ1 = 2.0 m/yr over the 3 years to the mean acquisition date781

of ICESat-2 data (2019).782
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To determine the uncertainty of the second term B4, we multiply the three mean783

ice thicknesses stated above with the uncorrelated errors in the longitudinal and trans-784

verse strain rates of 4 ∗ 10−4 m/yr, which results in σ2 = 0.14, 0.14 and 0.1 m/yr for785

ICESat, REMA and ICESat-2, respectively.786

The uncertainty of the third term B5 is calculated from the standard deviation of787

the annual mean surface mass balance between 1979 to 2015, which is treated as a con-788

stant and therefore σ3 = 0.3 m/yr. Altogether, the combined uncertainty in basal melt789

rates B2 yields σṁb = 0.8 m/yr for ICESat to REMA and σṁb = 2.1 m/yr for REMA790

to ICESat-2.791

Appendix C Uncertainty of height above flotation792

We use a similar method as described in Appendix B to estimate the uncertainty793

of height above flotation, (Eq. 2), repeated here for convenience:794

zf = (Hf −Ha) ∗ (
ρsw − ρ

ρsw
), (C1)

Flotation ice thickness, Hf , as calculated from ICESat-2 measurements of surface795

elevation, has an error of σHIS2 = 4.2 m (Appendix B). The BedMachine ice thickness796

product provides an area wide mean error of σHa = 119.8 m and σHa = 44.2 m for797

grounded areas only. This yields a combined error for the first term on the right hand798

side of σH =
√

σ2
Hf

+ σ2
Ha

= 119.9 m and 44.4 m, respectively. The error in the sec-799

ond term is treated as a constant multiplicator from which we derive σzf = 119.9m ∗800

(1027−886/1027) = 16.5 m a.f. over the entire area including floating ice shelves and801

σzf = 44.4m ∗ (1027− 886/1027) = 6.1 m a.f. for grounded areas only.802
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Flight path over the Dotson-Crosson Ice Shelf System in January 2022, on top of a timely Sentinel-1 
SAR image from 9 Jan 2022



1) Surface crevassing on the Smith East Glacier (photo courtesy of Jesse Norquay)



2) Surface crevassing between Smith East Glacier and Pope Glacier (photo courtesy of Jesse 
Norquay)



 3) The new C7 pinning point near the grounding line of Smith West Glacier  (photo courtesy of Jesse 
Norquay)



4)  The D5 pinning point (Wunneberger Rock nunatak) in the Lower Dotson  (photo courtesy of
Jesse Norquay)



5) The D4 pinning point in the Upper Dotson  (photo courtesy of Jesse Norquay)



6) The D3 pinning point in the Upper Dotson  (photo courtesy of Karen Alley)



7) The C4 pinning point  (photo courtesy of Karen Alley)



8) Figure of strain rate components used to calculate the dynamic thickness change

Figure S1: (a) longitudinal, (b) transversal and (c) shear strain rate components derived from 
MEaSUREs velocity components using the algorithm provided by Alley et al, 2018


